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Lesson 2 Outline 

▪ Incorporating sources 
▪ Practice
▪ Review test 



Lesson objectives 

▪ Learn the ways of incorporating 
sources in academic essays 

▪ Demonstrate the understanding of the 
reasons sources are used in academic 
writings 



Warm up: which one of these could be a 
reason to use sources in your paper ? 
▪ Provide background information 

(history/theory) or context 
▪ Supply evidence (statistics/research 

findings that back up a claim) for or 
help to develop an argument or 
illustrate the problems 

▪ Provide support from an expert or 
authority on the topic 



The three main ways to incorporate a source are
▪ Summarizing - capture the key points 

of a text
▪ Paraphrasing - rewording the relevant 

idea(s) from a source
▪ Quoting - the original wording of the 

text is important to the discussion



Integrating Seamlessly
Frame the sourced information - The “sandwich 

approach”

▪ You introduce the information in your own words 

▪ Insert the sourced information

▪ Follow it with your own interpretation or analysis

It is widely accepted students cheat on the exams 
“regardless of the anti-cheating tools” used to 
prevent academic misconduct (Jones, 2022, p.1). 
Most of students feel safer when they have a certain 
amount of confidence in those tools, although may 
never use it.
 

Introduction 

to
citation

Paraphrased 
evidence

Analysis/interpretation



The “Sandwich Approach”

Introduce
 

Analyze 
Insert 

Adapted from https://dlc.dcccd.edu/englishcomp1rlc-units/integrating-sources?user=dcccd&passw=1dcccd234



The “Sandwich Approach”

Introduce
 

Analyze 
What will you insert?  

Adapted from https://dlc.dcccd.edu/englishcomp1rlc-units/integrating-sources?user=dcccd&passw=1dcccd234



The “Sandwich Approach”

Introduce
 

Analyze 

Summary
Paraphrase
Direct quote

Adapted from https://dlc.dcccd.edu/englishcomp1rlc-units/integrating-sources?user=dcccd&passw=1dcccd234



Sample paragraph with integrated evidence

Introduction 

to
citation

Paraphrase
d evidence

Analysis



In this paragraph: 

❑ The connecting explanation that comes before the evidence 
explains how the idea of independence is connected to old age; 

❑ The evidence is given as a paraphrase and includes the name of the 
author, the article title, and some information about the author. In 
paragraphs that follow this one, the writer will include only the last 
name of the author, mead, when this source is introduced; 

❑ The connecting explanation that come after the evidence provides 
further information that relates the value of independence to the 
relationship between the young and the old. 



Useful verbs to use when 
Incorporating sources 



Format when you don’t know the name of the author

Use the article title. Include information about the 
author if he or she is an expert on 
the topic. Do this only the first 
time you use a source



Common Verbs for Introducing Evidence

A neutral stance towards the 
evidence

Disagreement or doubt about  
piece of information 



To present information from a 
study 



Practice 



A sample paragraph with a source: Name the 
paragraph parts

The motivation and urgency to create and improve 
hybrid-electric technology comes from a range of complex 
forces. Some of these forces are economic, others 
environmental, and still others social. In their book Ogden, 
Williams, and Larson (2004)  argue that “continued reliance 
on current transportation fuels and technologies poses 
serious oil supply insecurity, climate change, and urban air 
pollution risks”(p. 7). Because of the nonrenewable nature 
of fossil fuels as well as their negative side effects, the 
transportation industry is confronted with making the most 
radical changes since the introduction of the internal 
combustion automobile more than 100 years ago. 
Hybrid-electric vehicles are one response to this pressure. 

Topic 
sentence

Source
material

and
citation

Analysis

http://www.germanna.edu/wp-content/uploads/tutoring/handouts/Incorporating-Sources-into-Research-Writing.pdf

Concluding sentence

Introduction 

to
citation



Traditional handwritten letters provide eyewitness accounts 
of historical events. In more contemporary times, however, 
email communication has largely taken over this function 
from letter writing. Chang (2007, as cited in Smith, 2012) 
notes that people born in the 1990s onwards tend to favour 
Skype and Messenger and are “adept at expressing themselves 
in phrases of 70 characters or less on Twitter” (p.1).  It could 
therefore be argued that email has been merely a transition 
medium from letters to web-based and other more immediate 
forms of communication. Overall, people of all ages now tend 
to use digital sources of information exchange.

Topic 
sentence

Source
material

and
citation

Concluding 
sentenceIntroduction

to source

Practice: Find the parts of a paragraph

https://services.unimelb.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/706946/Incorporating_Sources_100113_ST.pdf

Analysis



Practice I: In groups of two put the paragraph in the correct order.
The example below shows six sentences from a paragraph about violence in the media.



Practice I Answer:



Tips
to integrating your sources



When using an outside source
▪ Be selective - only include relevant 

information
▪ Be concise - stay focused and on-topic
▪ Do not overuse sources - do not use the 

same source too frequently (reference 
reminder language)

▪ Do not overuse quotes! - Quoting from a 
source without having a distinct reason 
for doing so looks sloppy and disjointed. 
Do not quote simply to avoid 
paraphrasing



Use and cite your sources in APA style
❖ Write introduction paragraph: background info, 

rationale, thesis). Next right after that ->
❖ Write a problem paragraph. : 
❖ 1 topic sentence  + 
❖ at least 3 supporting sentences with 

analysis/interpretation of inserted sources+
❖ 1 concluding sentence
❖ Note: After topic sentence you should identify 

facts/evidence from your sources that relate and 
support the topic sentence.  

❖ When incorporating the evidences properly cite 
them. DON’t overuse direct quotation! 
PARAPHRASE mostly. APA (in-text 
citations+references)

❖ Name word document: Name_Last 
Name_English Group f/e: Murat_Alibek_SE-5



✖ 1. Open the essay of the peer you were assigned. Check 
introduction and problem paragraphs according to 
criteria, write feedback. Name the feedback document 
PEER FEEDBACK for Student’s name_group f/e: PEER 
FEEDBCAK for Asem_IT 6. Attach the document in the 
same folder in the link. 

✖ 2. After getting your feedbacks, correct your mistakes 
accordingly. By the first lesson of Week 7  you must 
finish correcting your mistakes. 



P.S. How to cite secondary sources in APA 7th 
ed.?

✖ An indirect citation or secondary 
source is when the ideas of one author 
are published in another author’s 
text, but you have not read or 
accessed the original author’s work. 



Example



✖ Original source authors: Those who wrote the 
article you are reading! E.g. Sarah Kelly, Thomas Magor  
and Annemarie Wright (2021)

✖ Secondary source: Those who the original authors 
are referring to. E.g. Reitman et al. (2020). 



Paraphrase example:

✖ Parenthetical: Online gaming popularity has increased 
exponentially because of globalization and commercialization 
(Reitman et al., 2020, as cited in Kelly et al., 2021).

✖ Narrative: Reitman et al. (2020, as cited in Kelly et al., 2021) 
assert that online gaming owes its popularity to globalization 
and commercialization. 



Quote:

✖ Parenthetical: Online gaming popularity has transformed it into 
“leisure and professional activity” (Reitman et al., 2020, as cited in 
Kelly et al., 2021, p.1).

✖ Narrative: Reitman et al. (2020, as cited in Kelly et al., 2021) assert 
that online gaming has transformed it into “leisure and 
professional activity” (p.1). 

✖ Reference: Write the original source which is Kelly et al.



Review test 



Parts of the body paragraph? 
▪ topic sentence with several great 

ideas, supporting team, two nice 
sentences

▪ topic sentence with a main idea, 
supporting sentences, analysis+ 
concluding sentence

▪ topic sentence, topic idea, supporting 
topic, topic analysis



Which sentence? 
▪ signals the end of the paragraph
▪ summarizes the important points 

briefly or restates the topic sentence 
in different words

Answers: 
▪ A beautiful sentence 
▪ An analysis/concluding sentence
▪ The supporting sentences



which sentence? 
▪ expresses the main idea in a paragraph

▪ tells the reader what the paragraph will be 
about

▪ and then the rest of the paragraph is built 
around this topic

▪the topic sentence 



Which sentences? 
▪ explain or prove the topic sentence
▪ are specific and factual
▪ can be examples, statistics, or 

quotations

Answers: 
▪ poetic sentences 
▪ concluding  sentences
▪ supporting sentences



A good paragraph has? 
▪ Unity, coherence, elaboration

▪ Friendship, kindness, coherence 

▪ Coherence, elegance, poise 



In which part of a paragraph, you can 
incorporate sources? 

A. Topic sentence
B. Supporting sentences 
C. Concluding sentences 
D. You should avoid incorporating 

sources 
E. You can incorporate sources 

anywhere you want to



Lesson 2.
Hedging Language



"Academic texts frequently discuss theories, evaluate evidence, and 
propose solutions, and mostly these things are not absolute facts. This 
means that authors often ‘hedge’ or soften what they say to avoid 
sounding too certain. They do this through the use of specific language" 
(Chazal&McCarter, 2012, p.075).  

•Following are a few ways to hedge or equivocate (Chazal&McCarter, 
2012, p.075):

•  Modal verbs: can, may, might, could, should and others 
•  Verbs: seem, look, tend, suggest, indicate, estimate, appear and 

others
•  Adverbs: apparently, reasonably,  relatively, arguably, significantly 

and others 
•  Adverbials: on balance, on occasion,  to some extent and others 



Hedging of Equivocation Techniques

Technique Words expressions 
A

Hedging verbs
appear, seem, look, tend, suggest, indicate, estimate, 
contribute, help

B
Expressing probability

can  may might could  should likely unlikely

C
Hedging adverbs 

apparently, approximately, arguably, reasonably, relatively, 
reportedly, supposedly, typically, not necessarily, 
slightly, fairly, quite, rather, sometimes, normally, usually
3

D
Hedging expressions

on balance, as a rule, in principle,  to some extent,  up to 
a point, in some or many respects, in a or one sense, for 
all practical purposes, more or less

E
Using that clauses

It…that…
Studies… that…  
Most people agree that…



See the following hedging language examples
(Chazal & McCarter, 2012, p.075):

A. Nature and nurture can both be powerful arguments.
B. This seems to be the dominant argument.
C. Arguably, the importance of nature is underestimated.
D. This theory is to some extent convincing.



Underline the hedging language, including verbs and adverbs, in the 
following sentences (Chazal&McCarter, 2012, p. 75):

A. The development of these tests seemed to promise the possibility that 
the relationship  between material inequalities and social inequalities 
could be studied with mathematical precision.

B. General intelligence is a cognitive ability that underlines all other 
specific forms of intelligence and can be accurately measured by IQ 
tests.

C. It may be more useful to regard intelligence as a set of intellectual 
capacities rather than a single one.

D. Internet Protocol Television is arguably the most interesting new 
media development.
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Thank you for your 
attention! 


